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About This Game

From Julian Gollop, the designer of the original, award-winning XCOM game comes Chaos Reborn - a turn-based wizard
combat game with single player Realm Quests and many online options. Between 2 and 6 players can challenge each other to
magical duels in a variety of arenas using a spell deck of interesting spells and creatures - including the Gooey Blob, Shadow

Wood, and more. There is a monthly league system and several game modes with live or asynchronous battles. You can explore
the Realms of Chaos fighting Wizard Lords and Kings, and invite players to join you in co-op battles, or act as an invader in

someone else's realm. These Realms can be designed by player Wizard Kings and rated by other players.
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Snapshot Games Inc.
Publisher:
Snapshot Games Inc.
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Utter garbage. Made my M.I.S.S. series, #60.

Just two Unity assets quickly mashed together into a terrible mess of a game..

See it and my reactions right HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=48kbvTXeT-k

NOT Recommended!!. World' faster hedgehog!. Hi, I have played this game for a while now, and this is pretty great. The
combat is cool, and complex. My only gripe is that their should be more challenge levels, and the challenge levels based around
rocket riding are irritating. great game though.. Good paintjobs. Match 3 Game with a Twist. Animation is good. Story is pretty
decent. 7/10 Good way to kill some time and unwind.. Waste of your money.. This DLC includes the two previous ones (League
of Heroes and Truth & Beauty).

It means you'll get 9 new classes with it (there are 7 in the base game) and all the new modes. Big recommandation here.. This is
the most garbage piece of technology I own. It has never once not given me a problem. I will smite this little plastic demonic
brick with the rage of a thousand gods. Damn this abomination of creation and Damn those who crafted it.
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The Good:

-Diverse set of characters
-LGBT romance options

The Bad:

-Story is lacking and written quite poorly (and awful short)
-Choices don't vary much more than "Do you want to end up with this character or not?"
-Lack of much character customization and development
-Choosing to romance a different character doesn't do much plot wise and therefore the game isn't really worth replaying

The Conclusion:

The game is enjoyable enough to not go through the trouble of asking for a refund but not enjoyable enough to be worth $15..
that boy is hot. This game is showing a lot of promise. Bought it early to as to assure the developers that there is DEFINITELY a
crowd out there for a Marble Madness simulator. Can't wait to see how it turns out over time!!. Its good equipment.. Amazing.
Great to troll friends on games and discord.
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